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To all ‘whom it may concern: ., -_ .. I . 

Be it known that I, 'JoHAN ABRAHAM 
OHLSSON, a subject of the King of Sweden, 
and resident of 66-D-rottninggatan', Stock 
holm, in the Kingdom ‘of Sweden, have in 
vented certain new and useful Improve 

~> 'ments in Razors, of which the following is a 
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speci?cation, reference being had therein 
the accompanying drawing. , 

This invention relates to safety razors, the 
blade _of which has an edge oblique to the 
longitudinal axis '_0‘r oblique converging 
edges,‘ and consists in the blade being so con 

: nected‘ with its holder or the protecting part 
respectively, that it can be moved longitudi 
nally into position for e?'ective work or‘ the 
blade‘ can easily be cleaned, sharpened or 
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stropped. In the position of the blade last 
mentioned, theappli‘a'nce may be ~‘used also 
as ‘aneordi-nary razor, even if it is construct-j 
‘ed like-a safety razor,‘ . ~ 

“ In the accompanying drawing some forms 
of the invention are shown as examples. - 
Figure 11$ 2. side view of a safety razor.‘ 

‘Fig. 2 is a plan view‘ of the bladéholder or 
guard and the bladeand a part of the hané 

‘i dle. - Figs. 3, 4,5, and 6 are cross sections'of 
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the "holder and the-blade on the section line 
A—-'~A of Fig. 2‘and show different ‘shapes of 
the ‘said section. . Figs. 3 to 6 inclusively 

’ _ are drawn on a greater scale. Fig. 7 is a 
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' sti?t' plate and preferably integral with the. 
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‘ " 5 cross section of a blade adapted to the holder 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Figs. 8, '9 and 12, 
13, are side views and plan views respec 
tively of blades, adapted to the, holder 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 but provided with 

' ' ‘ otherconnecting means than thosejshown in 

Figs. 3 to ,7 inclusive. . Fig. 10 is a plan 
view of a modi?ed holder,v Fig. 11 is a sec 
tion of the said holder ‘and a blade, belong-_ 
ing to the same, on the section‘line B—B of 

‘ 5- Fig. 10. Fi%_14= shows two other shapes'of - 
1 the guard. g. 15 is aplan View showing 

a modi?cation of the blade, and its holder. 7 
‘ The holder 1, called the guard in a safety 

razor (Figs. 1, 2, and 10), which is made of 

handle 2, ‘is provided ‘at its edges with teeth 
3 which, in the well known manner, have a 
protecting'action during the. shaving opera 
tion. The blade 4 has one of its ?at sides 
directed toward the holder 1 and is so 0011-‘ 

_ sharp. 

? '"nected the same, that it can be moved 
longitudinally to the holder. The said blade 
has two converging edges5. The rim of the 
narrower end of the‘ blade, which rim is 
semicircular or has any other similar shape, 
may also form a sharpened edge, it wanted. 
The ‘two rows 
in thes'ame or substantially the same degree 
as‘ the edges 5, and may be connected by a 
semicircular or similar’ row of teeth, as 
shown in the drawing. The said teeth-may 

of protecting teeth 3 converge ' l 
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be perpendicular or substantially perpendic- :-'~ ~ 
ular to the-longitudinal axis of the ‘holder, 
as shownin Fig. 15,.so that they have'an 
oblique position with relation to- the ‘edges, 
and consequently catch the bristles during 
the shavin V 

then out '0 at acute angles, the shaving op 
eration being thus-rendered agreeable and 
painless even if the edge is not perfectly 

operation, which- bristles are 1 _. 
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- In the safety razor shown in Figs. 1 and - 
‘ 2, ‘the 'holder 1s arranged to hold the mov 75 
able blade by means of a stiffening part, ex- ‘ 
tending longitudinally of the blade, an en-_ 
larged ridge 6 (Figs. 3 to 7 inclusively and 
Fi s.v 12 and‘13) or a row of 
vitIed with heads or buttons 7 Figs. -8 and 
9). Thesaidridge is ?xed to the blade in 
any suitable manner. For ‘instance it ‘may 
‘be riveted to the blade, as shown in Fig. 5. 
The‘ridge ‘may be made integral with the 
blade, by ‘shaping the blade as shown -_ in 
Figs, 6 and 7. In Figs. 12 and 13 the ridge‘ 
6 is connected with the blade in a detachable 
manner by means vof angular'to-ngue'shaped 
pieces 8, provided on the ridge 6. - The said 
pieces are‘ passed through corresponding 
openings 9 in the blade, the ridge and blade 
being then‘ moved _with_re'lat1on to each 
other. ' ' ' ' ‘ " ' 

vided with a_ slot 10, corresponding ‘to ~the 
said ridge for holding the blade. -_Owing't-o 
the said arrangement the blade can be moved 
in ‘theholder, asfor instance, to the position 

pins 11 ‘pro 
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"The holder shown in Figs. 1 and pro- - 
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showniin‘ dotted lines ,in Fig. 2, in which po 
sit-i015,‘ the‘jblade is held so ?rmly, that it can 
be cleaned,'sharpened or vstropped. For ad‘; 
ditional security‘ ‘the tongue shaped pleces 
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a: and y on each side of the said slot 10v (Ficg. . ‘ 
2) may be so arranged, that they bear yi‘el 
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ingly against the sides of the ridge. As the 
edges of the blade, moved to the position 
last mentioned, are perfectly free from the 
protecting teeth 3, the appliance may in this 
position of the blade be used as an ordinary 
razor. ‘ 

safety razor, the distance between the edges 
5 and the free ends of the protecting teeth 3 
‘can be changed, by moving the v‘blade for a 
short distance from the position shown in 
full lines in Fig. 2, and the razor thus be 
adapted to the sensibility of the skin and to 
coarser-or ?ner shaving respectively. For 
the said purpose a scale may be provided‘. as 
for instance in the holder, as shown in Fig. 
2, in which three lines are‘ shown, the inner 
end of the ridge 6 forming the index coop 
erating with the said lines. ' ' _ 
v The razor may be provided with a device 
to keep the blade in its different positions 
with relation to the holder, without, how 
ever, preventing the blade from being re~~ 

_ moved from the holder, when wanted. The 
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said device preferably consists in a_ small 
projection a (Fig. 3) on the blade which 
engages with a corresponding recess 12 in 
the holder, the latter being provided with 
a series of such recesses extending along 
the holder. , - 

Figs. 10 and 11 show another means for 
keeping the blade in the holder. The holder 

‘ has a central tongue shaped piece 12, at 
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the sides of which slots 13 are provided. A 
central longitudinal portion 14 of the blade 
is raised, the said raised portion being U 
shaped in cross section and embracing the 
said tongue 12, when the blade is mounted 
in the holder, as shown in Fig. 11, thus 
keeping the blade in its holder. Also in this 
form of the invention the blade can be 
mounted in different positions in the holder, 
as described above with reference to Fig. 2. 
In Figs. 8 and '9 a raised portion ‘15 of 

.the blade is substituted for the stiffening 
part or ridge mentioned above, the pins 11 
with the buttons 7 being ?xed in the said 
raised portion. 1 , 

The shape of the cross section of the 
holder may bevaried'in many ways. It 
may be straight as shown in Figs. 3'and 11, 
or curve shaped as shown in Fig. 4. The 
holders shown in cross sections in Figs. 5 
and 6, have a plane and curve-shaped‘ cen 
tral part respectively, while each of the 
rims (including the protecting teeth) are 
?rst bent away from the blade and then to 
wardthe same and the edges of the blade 
respectively. 

Fig. 14 shows a modi?cation of the pro 
tecting device, consisting in a corrugated 
or wrinkled edge being substituted for the 
row- of protecting teeth. The edge of the 
blade-cooperates with the said corrugated 
edge in the same manner as with the row 
of protecting teeth. _ > 

When the appliance isused as'a' 

' pleasure. 

The invention may evidently be modi?ed 
in many respects without departing from 
its essential features. ,As for instance, 1n 
stead of two edges only one edge may be . 
provided on the blade 4, as shown in Fig. 70 
15, which edge converges to the longitudinal 
axis of the blade, the guard being corre 
spondingly shaped or substantially so. The 
blade 4 is shown in operating position by 
full‘ lines, and in position to be stropped 
or cleaned by dotted lines. ' 
What I claim is: 
1. A safety razor comprising a blade hav 

ing an edge oblique with relation to the cen 
tral longitudinal axis and‘ a’ holder-shaving~ 
a blade guard constructed with an oblique . 
edge to conform to the blade, the said blade - 
and the guard being provided the one with 
a projecting member and the other with a 
slot adapted to receive the projecting mem 
ber in sliding engagement, whereby the 
blade may be held with its cutting edge 
nearer to or fartherv from the 'edge of the 
guard at" pleasure. ~ _ ' - 

23111 a safety razor, the combination of 
the blade 'having an edge ‘oblique with rela 
tion to the central longitudinal axis and .. 
having a member projecting from its side, 
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- and a holder provided with a blade guard 
constructed with an _oblique edge to con 
form to the blade and with a slot adapted 
to receive the said projecting'member in 
sliding engagement, whereby the blade may " 
be held with its cutting edge nearer to" or 
farther from the edge . of the guard 'at 
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3. A safety razor comprising a blade hav 
ing an‘ edge oblique with relation to the 
central longitudinal axis and having an 
elongated ridge projecting‘ from its side and 
a holder provided wit-ha guard .having an 
oblique edge to conform" to‘ the blade and 
having an elongated slot to receive the said - 
ridge in sliding‘ engagement. '_ _ 

4. A safety razor comprising a blade hav- 110 
ing an edge oblique with relation to the ' 
central lon 'tudinal axis and having a memx . 
ber projecting from its side and detachably 
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'secured thereto and a holder provided with 
a guard constructed to conform to, the blad ' 115 
and provided with a slot to receive the sai 
projecting member in sliding engagement. 

5. A safety razo‘r comprising a blade hav__ 
ing an edge oblique with relation to the .cen 
tral longitudinal axis, a holder provided 120 
with a guard having? an oblique edge to 
conform to the blade, means to hold said 
blade and uard in working relation, said 
means permltting of adjustment of the blade 
upon. its longitudinal axis, whereby the 125 
edges of the blade are movedfnearer to or 
fartherfrom the guard edges. 

6. A ‘safety razor comprising a blade 
member having 'an edge oblique with rela— 
tion v to the. central longitudinal axis, a 130 
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holder member provided 'with a guard hav- ' y In Witness whereof, Iv have hereunto 
ing anv oblique edge to conform to the blade, signed my name in the presence of two sub 
one of said members being slotted, means scribing witnesses. 
upon the other of said members Working in J OHAN ABRAHAM OHLSSON. 
said slot to retain said members in working Witnesses: . 
relation and to permit of adjustment of ROBERT APELGREN, 
said blade with relation to said guard. _ A. F. LUNDBORG. 


